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Large Visions and Complete Communities:
A commencement address to the College of
Education, University of Illinois at
ChicagoMay 11, 2007

By

Mr. Prexy Nesbitt,
Columbia College Chicago Teachers Center
Dean Chu, Associate Deans, Sima and Eisen, and Members of
the faculty and staff of the school of Education, my little
Village Colleagues, Ass't Professor David Stoval, Rico
Gotstein, 2007 Graduates and Families and Friends of the
Graduates:
I am grateful and honored to have been invited to speak on
this special ocassion.
A forty year friend of mine, Jorge Rebelo, former Minister
of Information in the first free Mozambican government of
1974, some years ago wrote a wonderful, untitled poem, one
part of which reads:
COME BROTHER AND TELL ME YOUR LIFE,
COME RELATE ME THE DREAM OF REVOLT
WHICH YOU AND YOUR FATHERS AND FOREFATHERS
DREAMED
IN SILENCE
THROUGH SHADOWLESS NIGHTS MADE FOR LOVE
COME TELL ME THESE DREAMS BECOME
WAR,
THE BIRTH OF HEROES,
LAND RECONQUERED,
MOTHERS WHO, FEARLESS
SEND THEIR SONS TO FIGHT
COME TELL ME ALL THIS, MY BROTHER.
AND LATER I WILL FORGE SIMPLE WORDS
WHICH EVEN THE CHILDREN CAN UNDERSTAND
WORD WHICH WILL ENTER EVERY HOUSE
LIKE THE WIND
AND FALL LIKE RED HOT EMBERS
ON OUR PEOPLE'S SOULS
IN OUR LAND
BULLETS ARE BEGINNING TO FLOWER.
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Several thoughts emanate from this verse of Jorge's. First
tonight is a night for celebration and loving, love making
and being loved. It is commencement and I have never · been
one who sees these as occasions for long, weighty and
ponderous speeches.
Secondly, I want to be eminently clear with you in my
language this evening. I wish that there be no ambiguity or
'confusao' , as they say in Portuguese, about that which I
share with you this early summer evening.
Lastly, these occasions are the times for dreams
sowing of dreams by the girots amongst us.

and the

The late Ossie Davis and this wife Ruby Dee have written in
a 2006 book called, Life lit by some large vision: selected
speeches and writing: that ,
"We can't float though life. We can't be incidental or
accidental. We must fix our gaze on a guiding star as soon
as one comes upon the horizon, and once we have attached
ourselves to that star we must keep our eyes on it and our
hands on the plow. It is the consistency of the pursuit of
the highest possible vision that you can find in front of
you that gives you the constancy, that gives you the
encouragement, that gives you the way to understand where
you are and why it's important for you to do what you can
do . '' (Afterword, p. 2 51 )
As a child growing up and going through middle school and
high school, there was a slogan in the school's auditorium.
It read, "A school should be a model home, a complete
community, and embryonic democracy." It was quintessential
Dewey and progressive education. How many hundreds of boring
assemblies and too long student government meetings have
gone into forging intimate acquaintance with this quotation.
Through the years I have come to believe -in that statement
especially the complete communities.
It has been put
slightly differently by others. In a recent piece in the New
Orleans Public Forum, Candace Chambliss wrote:
"Ideally, a school should offer students a safe environment
that fosters learning and the acquiring of skills necessary
to complete in a technologically advanced world. School
plays an important role in self-esteem of young people and
should be a place where students can achieve and demonstrate
competence. An effective school in the United states equally
educates children of different races, cultures, and economic
backgrounds, and includes children with disabilities or
whose first language is not English."
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I believe in a complete community. I believe "diversity" at
its best is about building complete communities. The disemboweled fractured character, the apartheid like character
of life in the United States today impels us to engage
ourselves in a mighty task. Which task is nothing less than
the de-apartheidization of the United States.
I come here this evening because of my deep interest and
affection for a land settled by the Dutch in the midseventeenth century, then taken over by the British, and at
last independent; a land in which the native inhabitants
were at first subdued, but relations with whom remain a
problem to this day; a land which defined itself on a
hostile frontier; a land which has tamed rich natural
resources through the energetic application of modern
technology; a land which once the importer of slaves, and
now must struggle to wipe out the last traces of that former
bondage. I refer, of course, to the Unites States of
America.
Robert F. Kennedy: Day of Affirmation Address at Cape Town
University.
The institutionalization of a facsimile of the apartheid
dream in Chicago is further illustrated in the arena of
public education. As noted by various commentators over the
years,
Chicago's
residential
segregation has
led to
racialized high school dropout and graduation rates;
knowledge acquired; preparation for higher education; and
possibilities for enrollment in college.
Put simply,
children
from
Chicago's
apartheid
schools
in
black
neighborhoods
and
to
a
lesser
extent,
those
from
predominately Latino neighborhoods are the least likely to
graduate from elementary and high school and last to get
into colleges.
A recent paper from the Chicago Urban League Highlights the
systemic character of how public schools in Chicago's
African American communities fail because of the lack of
finances in African American communities. It notes:
Thanks to the state's
(Illinois)
distinctively heavy
reliance on local property taxes to fund public school
( Illinois
ranks
49 th among the
50
states
in state
contribution to public education), residential segregation
is a particularly strong barrier to African American
educational opportunity in the Chicago area.
Highland Park and Deerfield on Chicago's far northside, with
8%low income students in fiscal year 2002-2003 $17,291
spending per pupil while Chicago with 85% low income
students enrollment received $8,482 per pupil.
Eagle Poem by Joy Harjo
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To pray you open your whole self
To sky, to earth, to sun, to moon
To one whole voice that is you.
And know there is more
That you can't see, can't hear,
Can't know except in moments
Steadily growing, and in languages
That aren't always sound but other
Circles of motion. ·
Like eagle that Sunday morning
Over Salt River. Circled in blue sky
In wind, swept our hearts clean
With sacred wings.
We see you, see ourselves and know
That we must take the utmost care
And kindness in all things.
Breathe in, knowing we are made of
All this, and breathe, knowing
We are truly blessed because we
Were born, and die soon within a
True circle of motion
Like eagle rounding out the morning
Inside us.
We pray that it will be done
In beauty.
In beauty.
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